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About Me

 Born and educated in NZ (B.Sc. Biol. Sciences)

 B.L.S., UBC, CANADA 1971

M.L.I.S., U.W.O, CANADA 2001

 30 years in libraries with no fees!

 Became medical reference librarian at 

Alaska Medical Library in 2003 – fee-based

My dual role

 AML: Lit. Searches for clients, Marketing our services

 Consortium Library: Reference / instruction, 
collection building for allied health programs
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Our Challenge
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Strategies to get new clients

 Introductory letter - Mass mailing / Drop off

AML Poster

AML brochure

Conference exhibits: handouts

Mementoes – branded lip balms, 

bookmarks, clips, calendar cards, magnets

 Hospital presentations, Orientation packets

Contributions to magazines / newsletters
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Improved promo letter - 2006
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HSIS Poster
 Proof carefully!

 Check

 Check

 Check

 The more eyes 

the better

We ‘caught’

Literative, 

but not a typo

in our 1-800 no!
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Our first brochure 2001
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Updated brochure 2009
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Exhibit for Full Lives - 2005
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Early branded promo items

 Bookmark

 Scratch pads 

/shopping lists

 Interoffice 

stationery

 Student brochure
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Current branded promo items
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Writing for publications

Alaska Wellness, 2003  

Healthy Yellow Pages, 2004
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Strategies to keep in touch

 AML Newsletter (discontinued)

 Bi-monthly  Monthly

 Bits ‘n pieces  themed issues  

 E-mailed to 1500+ addresses & 4 Lists

 Certain issues redistributed to target groups

 Some issues reprinted in other newsletters

 Each took 3 full days to research and create;  

permissions for graphics could take much longer

 Over time wider audiences, some feedback. 

Non-targeted; No one missed it when stopped
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HSIS / AML Newsletter
#14 Jan-Feb 2003 #91 Sep-Oct 2010
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What I learned from the 

newsletter

 You may think your promotional stuff is terrific –

But is anyone really listening? If it went away 

would they miss it? 

 I produced 77 newsletters over 8 years. When 

it stopped, no one noticed

My time is better spent on activities that make 

a difference. I must know my audience, give 

them what they need, and be able to see 

results.  
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The Cancer Conferences

 Regular multidisciplinary 
consultations to determine the 
best treatment regime for 
patients of concern.

 Each case is presented with scans 
and histology slides, and 
specialists weigh in.

 Every week

 Early morning, 1 hr max

 City-Wide

 Breast

 Brain

 Lung

 Questions posed ahead Breast cancer  mammograms & 

pathology
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A seat at the table
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A broader campaign

 To promote Alaska’s Digital Pipeline 

 30 databases licensed for everyone who 

lives in Alaska

 Funded by State of Alaska @ $.5 million/yr

Alaska Library Network offered $5000 grants 

to promote 

 Testing Education & Reference Center (TERC)

 Live Homework Help
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Digital Pipeline Brochures

 Distributed through 
UAF, UAS, UAA 
libraries

 AK public libraries 
can request copies 
from ALN

 Files also available 
for downloading on 
ALN website

 # of searches and 
articles 
downloaded are 
tracked
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Bus Ad Campaign
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Anchorage People Mover
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My take home message

 Keep the clients’ specific interests in mind:

 Send personal messages re. pertinent resources

 Go the extra mile, stay late to fill a request, be 

there when they need something fast.

 Take interest in their work challenges

 Connect people who can help each other

 Be that worthwhile resource they can count on, 
and who they remember when colleagues 

have an information need!

It really is all about relationships: 

And how we can empower our clients!
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